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Dave Lord

Climbing more and enjoying it less? If so, I suggest retiring from the game, or at least
cutting back. Many climbers have already done this, and for reasons that I hope to
describe, more will be doing so in the near future. Of course, what follows is entirely
subjective; the evidence that I will cite is impressionistic and my analysis may be
fatally disjointed. But it should make for a good story.

Mountaineering is declining. Although the population of the country is increasing,
and the population of places close to mountains is increasing even faster, there seem
to be fewer people in the mountains intending to elevate themselves to the tops of the
mountains. It has even been reported in this magazine that the number of climbers
on Mount Rainier, whose icy bulk attracts climbers like honey does ants, is down
over the last few years. At bookstores, sales of climbing guide books are down: in the
Seattle area, the first volume of the guide books for the adjacent Cascade Range was
in great demand upon its appearance six yMrs ago. Today, this book and an
accompanying second volume, which appeared a year ago, are hardly moving, and
you can find great piles of them glistening for non-existent customers around town.
Mountaineering equipment, which according to Yvon Chouinard in the New Yorker

yields at best a 1% profit, is less and less available in establishments claiming to be
outfitters for mountaineering-although there is no shortage of clothing for sale in
these places.

These developments indicate a loss of interest in mountaineering. Many
explanations for this may be given, and I am going to present one below, which is:
that mountaineering is doomed because of its very nature, and that climbers are
aberrant, dangerous creatures. So the disintegration of mountaineering is really a
healthy thing for society.

The most common explanation for the decline in the numbers of mountaineers is
not really an explanation. This line is subscribed to by experts in the fields of
marketing and journalism. The origin of this perspective is the presentation of
statistics by the life insurance industry. Here, the population is divided into age
groups. Most frequently, these age groups are delineated by five year intervals, hence
people speak of age groups consisting of those between the ages of 0-5, 5-10, 10-15,
etc. Each age group includes a different percentage of the population, e.g. there are
more people alive aged 15-20 than people alive aged 70-75. In addition, the relative
importance and absolute size ofa particular age group changes through time. It is this
dimension of the age group model of population that is used to explain the decline of
mountaineering.

This explanation is, that the number of people in the age group most likely to climb
mountains, which is somewhere between the ages of 15 and 25, I'd guess, has
decreased. So it is usually explained that a 'Big Bulge' or the 'Generation of the Post
World War II Baby Boom' has gotten older, and that it is no longer willing to climb
mountains, while there is a much smaller population that is at the right age to climb
mountains.

I have no argument that this decline in numbers of potential climbers isn't true,
but such an answer to the question of the imminent collapse of the mountaineering
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equipment industry, or of the empty trails and blank pages in summit registers
doesn't explain why the number of climbers is decreasing. This line of thinking
doesn't seek to understand the changes in the minds of the now older former climbers
who are often accused of being the running zombies that now clutter our city parks.

In other words, the problem is: why has there been a loss of interest in
mountaineering? My explanation is based on the evolutionary tendencies of
mountaineering as a sport, which leads to two states of mind among climbers, I will
call these states of mind the War on the Mountain Mentality and the Club Syndrome.

Mountaineering is a sport. Once upon a time, reaching a mountain top required
the utmost in human knowledge, technology, and courage. But today,
mountaineering demands only the utmost in courage, or as it is known in military
circles, will. To those who may argue with this point, I would comment that there is
no spot on the surface ofany of the world's peaks that men cannot reach if they really
had to. It is possible to climb El Capitan with a boil gun and lightweight metal
ladders; yet instead, climbers use different tools on this task which, though fitting the
images of implicity and of Man-against-Nature, are the result of an advanced and
complex technology, and which sometimes appear and always function just like a
ladder and bolt gun. For, being a spOrt, mountaineering is obsessed with defining the
ideal rules or limitations for itself, viz. no ladders and bolt guns on El Capitan, but
rather chocks and etriers. This process of limitation has gone on throughout the
history of mountaineering as a spOrt, e.g. the battles over the use of crampons in the
19th century, the use of pitons in the early 20th century, and the current one over
using chalk.

o today, the primary test of the climber i that of will, not of his equipment or even
his knowledge and cunning. As any top climber will tell you, the game is mostly a
question of mind over matter: anybody in theory can bang his way up FitzRoy,
though not everybody who would like to does make it to the summit. Hence the key to
success-and satisfaction-in climbing is maintaining the will to get to the top of
whatever goal has been identified as wonh achieving. So the game of mountaineering
is played by the climber euing certain limitations for himself and declaring the moral
equivalent of war on the mountain. For a better explanation of the importance of will
in climbing and of climbing being akin to warfare, I recommend the last chapter of
John Keegan's The Face oJBattle, a book which served as inspiration for my remarks.

And now to deal with the War on the Mountain Mentality.
o what on of a person is willing to die in order to ascend a rock formation that

nobody else cares about? If this fellow is willing to die to climb something, by
definition he i also willing to bypass other activities and people. In othet, words, in
mountaineering, nice guys finish last. The proofs of this hypothesis are the.
personalities of the luminaries of the modern climbing world, who should be found to
be abrasive, narcissistic, single-minded, and as determined about climbing as a
recent convert to some religion is about his new faith. Sound familiar? It does to me.

So modern climbing is dominated by a group of partially human warriors who
appear monstrous to those without the will (guts) to carry on at their level. I caJlthem
partially human becau e of their lack of involvement in anything beyond themselves
climbing something.

As climbing new routes demands ever greater commitment, those practitioners of
the spon with less will become unhappy as they fail to keep up with the mighty
eventeen-year-olds who storm up 5. J2 pitches on obscure walls in Alaska. And when

you don't keep up while at the same time wanting to, you become embittered and
give up. This process ha been exemplified by a recent article in this magazine
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concerning women climbers in the Shawangunks, where women claimed to have
stopped climbing there once men turned the scene into one of machismo. I believe
that the women's complaint is legitimate, though misdirected and sexist. It would be
more appropriate if the complaining women saw the male climbers as gripped by the
War on the Mountain Mentality, for I would suspect that now there are women who
behave like the first macho men in the Shawangunks did.

Of course, not all climbers have become adherents to the War on the Mountain
Mentality. Many more have fallen into the Club Syndrome, which I will discuss a bit
later. In any event, the evolution of mountaineering as a sport has given rise to those
with a War on the Mountain Mentality, and these types are usually fairly
unattractive personalities as far as normal people are concerned. Their dominance of
mountaineering discourages many from entering or continuing the game.

The will to climb is easier to come by without responsibilities such as those
presented by loved ones, of which the young do not have many. Hence it is the young
who are most able to climb (as well as being more able to go into battle) and so, as the
demographically minded have pointed out, climbing is declining because there
aren't as many young people around.

Now for the second result of the evolution ofmountaineering: the Club Syndrome.
As I have mentioned, not everybody who is alienated by the successful young turks

drops out of climbing completely. After all, besides terror, discomfort, and danger,
mountaineering does offer comradeship, exercise, and beautiful surroundings. Thus
many climbers drift into the Club Syndrome, which is characterized by
conservatism, dullness, and hedonistic tendencies-so it's not all that bad.

The Club Syndrome is shared by the losers in the mountaineering game who enjoy
mountaineering too much to quit. Climbers afflicted with the Club Syndrome often
see themselves as the mentors for younger climbers, who are to advance to the
forefront of mountaineering someday and achieve great things. This sort of thinking
results in climbing organizations full of chiefs but with very few indians-especially
when there aren't many young climbers coming along and when the natural
tendency of youth is to revolt against older authority.

Those with Club Syndrome tend to restrict their climbing to 'practice climbs'
which are peaks that are familiar, nearby, and certified safe in accordance with ever
increasing safety requirements. After a while, many of these climbers become bored
with the same old peaks, and so drop out. But there are some who experience terror
every time they do these same old routes; perhaps this feeling is encouraged by the
ever-increasing safety consciousness which is a current trend in mountaineering.
Without new stimuli, which in mountaineering come from new routes, the victim of
the Club Syndrome becomes dull, which complicates his already stultifying
conservativeness. In these ways, of those struck by the Club Syndrome, only the
cowards persist in mountaineering, a most ironic development given the
requirements of the sport.

All climbers have experienced the pangs of the Club Syndrome. A few summers
ago, on a terribly hot day, I intended to climb a peak with X. We suffered through the
usual early awakening and race for life over free-way, highway, and logging road,
and then we struggled up a dismal trail towards the base of our target. It was so warm
that by seven in the morning, the avalanche meadows which the trail crossed were hot
and muggy. After the trail came some bushwacking, which was done in the wet heat
offorest and brambles. But this time, after getting temporarily confused three or four
times in an hour and catching glimpses of dark, furrowed walls of questionable
looking rock, we both decided that the peak wasn't worth all of the pain that we were
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enduring, and so we retreated to the trail to follow it along in hopes that we'd find
some other target. The trail led US past a lake, which was surrounded by backpackers'
tents. It was nine or ten in the morning, and we had walked and sweated for mile,
and here were people at this beautiful lake just awakening to a flawless sky and
welcomed morning warmth. I stumbled along the path, facing X's broad back and
dirty neck. By the shore of the lake, a young woman in a bathing suit or something
looking like that was stretching in the sunshine. r had a suspicion that trying to kill
myself on some hunk of rock might be a waste of time. That's the start of the Club
Syndrome for you-normal, humane feelings beginning to offset the drive to climb.

Thus mountaineering, because of its own evolutionary tendencies, is dominated
by two extreme groups, the monstrous climbing supermen and the dull,
overinstitutionalized victims of the Club Syndrome. There is less and less room in
mountaineering for balanced individuals, who become-alienated from such a world,
and, since most people are balanced individuals, mountaineering decreases in
popularity.

The future of mountaineering would seem to hold the following: (J) a much less
crowded climbing scene overall, yet (2) great crowding at particular sites, as a larger
percentage of climbers surviving use a smaller number of available sites; (3) the
decline in public interest in climbing, as the sport's practitioners alienate others with
their stodgy or vicious attitudes; (4) mountaineering equipment will become more
difficult to obtain, for reasons of a declining market. In sum, mountaineering will
return to a condition akin to that before J960: an aberrant, unknown sport, practised
by those who are not quite all there.

Note
Reproduced from OJ! Belay 10/1979 by kind permission of the Editor.

JWhatever happened to
mountaineering?'

Kevin FitzGerald

When the Editor ofthisJournal demanded from me an expanded Note or short es ay,
with the above title, he expected I think something a trifle different from that which,
(with his permission), will follow. I fear he has expected a light heartedJeremiad, (if
the author of 'The Lamentation' was ever light hearted), in which the beatings of
elderly breasts and the wailings ofcracked voices might be heard between the lines. It
is true that like all old codgers, I KNOW that everything, everywhere, was much
better 'forty, fifty, sixty years ago', but, when I am in that mood, I remind myself that
before Eve was Lilith, and that before Mr. ... , but let's not go into all that.

A mere 110 years ago there was a member of the Alpine Club who in thisJournal
scoffed at the almost sacred name of Ball, laughed at the idea of sheer precipices and
unplumbable abysses, and more than hinted that there might be timid climbers living
who dreaded the possibility of dragons on mountain tops. But it wa not to be long
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